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The line between good and evil blurs in this page-turning, suspenseful Christian fantasy on the

border between earth and spirit.After the events in ATTACK, the Oneness returned home in

triumphâ€”All except Reese and Tyler, who remain on the road with the subversive cult leader called

Jacob. Jacobâ€™s challengeâ€”to lay aside peace for the sword and bring true justice in a world torn

apart by evilâ€”haunts Reese, and though all she wants is to go home, it isnâ€™t clear anymore who

or what â€œhomeâ€• is.When Franz Bertoller, the man responsible for everything wrong in

Reeseâ€™s world, kills again, Jacob determines to stop him once and for all.He wants to use Reese

to do it. And she might just let him.Her choice will change her world forever.RENEGADE is the

fourth book in The Oneness Cycle, an urban fantasy series of spiritual warfare novels. If you love

page-turning suspense, heart-pounding plotting, and fiction that unveils truth, this series is for you.

Warning: The Oneness Cycle will make you think, challenge your perceptions of the world around

you, and call you to take your place in the battle of good vs evil. Not for the faint of heart!Download

RENEGADE and take a side!Life-Changing, Inspirational Christian Fiction: From the AuthorHey, my

name is Rachel Starr Thomson. I love Jesus and believe wholeheartedly in the power of fiction to

change our lives. While nonfiction may teach us something, fiction allows us to experience it. When

weâ€™re experiencing truth, beauty, struggle, and triumph, we find our lives enriched and deepened

by what we read.Thatâ€™s why I write. I want my readers to discover depths of truth about

themselves, about the world, and about God that stretch and inspire them. My stories are always

clean, but I donâ€™t shy away from hard questions and honest characters.Whoever you are, I

believe in you. I believe your life has immeasurable worth. I believe you were personally

handcrafted by a loving Creator with a vision and purpose for your life. I believe your struggles, your

dreams, and your hurts matter. I believe you walk a path no one else does, one that is intended to

benefit the world.I hope youâ€™ll enjoy what you read and come back for more. Most of all, I hope

that through my stories, youâ€™ll forge a new depth of connection with the God who truly loves

you.Genre-Bending Christian Fiction: Biblical, Historical, Suspense, Fantasy, Paranormal,

Visionaryâ€”Always Lyrical, Always Christian, Always Changing the GameReaders would be

forgiven for asking what genre exactly Rachel Starr Thomson writes. Her work is described as

spiritual, visionary, biblical, fantasyâ€”and literary, poetic, and anchored in the real world. Always a

clean read, her books are suitable for teens but have the depth, beauty, and characterization to

keep adults riveted.They include:The Seventh World Trilogy (Worlds Unseen, Burning Light,

Coming Day): Classic Christian fantasy in the style of C.S. Lewis. Great for teens & all readers of

inspirational fiction.The Prophet Trilogy (Abaddonâ€™s Eve, Comes the Dragon, Beloved):  Best



described as biblical historical fantasy. Set in a world based on ancient Israel, these books follow

four believers in a time when judgment is coming.The Oneness Cycle (Exile, Hive, Attack,

Renegade, Rise):  Readers call them spiritual warfare fiction. Theyâ€™re Christian urban fantasy,

paranormal, suspense novelsâ€”but theyâ€™re also real world in their impact. If youâ€™ve ever

wondered about your place in the battle of good vs evil, this series is the place to start. Warning:

These novels will challenge your perception of the world. Not for the faint of heart!And standalone

novels including TAERITH, ANGEL IN THE WOODS, LADY MOON, & more â€¦Continue the battle

today with RENEGADEâ€”buy now.
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Reese isn't sure when it happened, but she's lost her ability to pray. Prayer was never really her

thing anyway. She is a warrior, and her gift is an ability to fight like few others can. Battling the

forces of darkness is her way of taping into the Spirit and feeling alive in her Oneness. With her faith

ebbing, doubt plaguing her, and guilt eating her from the inside out, she is no longer fighting

darkness. The evil that trails her is drawn by her wordless craving for their power. Under the



influence of Jacob, a corrupted member of the Oneness, Reese draws closer and closer to

accepting the help of demons.Tyler refuses to leave Reese as she follows her trail of questioning.

His budding connection to the Spirit seems to grow as Reese's fades, and he is not swayed by

Jacob's silver-tongued defense of the demons.Whatever you do, do not jump into the middle of this

series! Starting with this book would be a huge mistake. Book three, Attack, remains my favorite.

This book didn't have quite the same emotional depth, but it was a good resolution to all the turmoil

of the previous two books. I'm curious to see where the final book goes.

This book ... scratch that this series WAS AMAZING! From Exiled to Renegade I read them all in

less than 2 weeks! Will definitely be reading more from Rachel Starr Thomson :)

I really enjoyed this series. Helps a person to realize and understand that spiritual ward are is real

even though we can't see it.
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